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What does it mean to work with director Margarita
Mladenova?
For me it means to better understand what I have done
and not only to have it staged but to have it raised up, to
stand on its feet, not to be static and to go towards a
horizon. Towards an event, an encounter with spectators
and towards a conversation. Working with her is personal
veriﬁcation of meaning.
The play “Between the Holidays” is a personal confession. How did you decide to write a text precisely for
those actors?
I would not say it is a confession, strictly speaking, there is
no exhibitionism or voyeurism. It is rather a strange X-ray
photo in motion. At times clear and focused, at other times
more dim and fuzzy precisely because of motion and
dynamics. I sincerely admire actors as human beings. I
found it logical to write especially for someone because
somehow this is underlying for the very nature of theatre.
For you which is the most important topic in the play?
Seeing light and hope where there is no.

Has the staging changed anything in your text?
I felt understood by director and actors. I conﬁded in them
and I really believed in shared, common and not at all lost
efforts of that art. One can write alone on their computer
but one should do it turned towards the live utterance of
words. You are not working only for yourself but always for
the whole.
Is there a poet/playwright you can say has inﬂuenced
you in your work?
Heiner Mueller, Shakespeare, Sarah Kane, Pinter, Beckett,
Konstantin Pavlov, Dimitar Voev, Georgi Rupchev.
What inspires you to write?
Affection, despair, admiration, hope. Things that got stick
in my mind and cannot go out otherwise.
How did you decide to write for theatre as well?
I love theatre. I do not know if I understand it but I love it.
Lyubomir Parushev asked the questions.

BULGARIAN SELECTION / SHOWCASE
REALITY CLOSELY APPROXIMATED THE ONE IN THE PLAY
MARIY ROSEN, DIRECTOR
06.06 Shop, 43 Ivan Vazov Street

THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON MAN-IN-THE-MOON
MARIGOLDS, ALOS centre
You are transferring 1960s US drama literally into the
actual Bulgarian reality and into an abandoned shop.
How did you make that decision?
I have an old connection to Paul Zindel's text. About 15
years ago I offered it to a theatre house but, one way or
another, it didn't go as far as to get realized. The
postponement turned out to be for the better. During that
period reality closely approximated the one in the play. The
level of X-ray exposure intensiﬁed past endurance.
Moreover, a speciﬁc approach to staging certain texts has
developed. I call it “theatre in real environment.” It is ﬂing
with the action environment proposed by the author.

How did the rehearsal process pass in that alternative
space of a real ex-shop? What challenges did it add to the
performance?
Finding an appropriate space took more time than we had
planned. After we ﬁnally moved in an ex-shop, there was a
period of taming the space for our theatrical purposes. It
absorbed some of our “ideas” but others turned out to be
unnatural for it. With set designer Petya Boyukova we
followed a preliminary plan but we changed some things
underway. Our conception also had the idea that that was
not the only space we would play in and so abstained us
from putting down deep roots. We had to be only in that
space and at the same time we had in mind that after we
move out of it and move in to another the performance
should not have lost its integrity. Like moving in
temporarily forever. Quite curious task.
“The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-In-The-Moon
Marigolds” is your third work in the line of theatre
directing in real environment. What did it build on your
previous projects realized like that?
Rodolf Sirera's “The Venom of Theatre” was my ﬁrst
attempt in this direction. The space was bared, open to the
outside world, with many windows in front of and behind
the audience. I ostensibly abandoned light and sound only
to strikingly turn them on for a ﬁnal theatre gesture when
the audience had already accepted it as natural that they
were missing. The experience with Ariel Dorfman's “Death

WHO YOU ARE, WHO YOU THINK YOU ARE, WHAT YOU
WANT TO BE AND, ULTIMATELY, WHO YOU TURN OUT TO
BE
ELENA DIMITROVA, ACTRESS
How did you react when you got to known that out there
is a text which, in a sense, quotes you?
I knew it from the outset. Stefan and I had talked about
many things and we already knew each other well. Based
on that he wrote the text. In it there are things related to
my life but what is more interesting is that he had caught
subconscious things, ones that are very personal for me
and when I read it for the ﬁrst time it was like an encounter
with myself, as if I had written the lines. It somehow
resembles a therapy and in the beginning it was difﬁcult
and painful for me to read some parts of the text. I needed
a more risky self-baring experiment and that happened
thanks to Stefan. He carefully brought to the surface
phases of my life, happenings and thoughts one does not
easily share. There is a quote from the lyrics of a song by
Wozzeck & Chugra: “You are, this you are, you are this…”,
which I think is decisive for the meaning of the text. Who
you are, who you think you are, what you want to be and,
ultimately, who you turn out to be.
THE CHARACTERS I PLAY ARE MUCH CLEARER FOR ME
THAN I AM
HRISTO PETKOV, ACTOR
Do you feel embarrassed by the fact that to some extent
the character you build onstage is precisely your
personal one?
It is a bit odd because as a rule when you play a character in
a play you start to study him, to understand him. You
follow what others say about him; what he says about
himself, you gather information. The characters I play are
much clearer for me than I am and that's what it is
somehow odd. But I do not accept that I am playing myself
precisely because of Stefan Ivanov's poetry because it
somehow puts everything on a different track. I'd rather
pay attention to the poetry, to the words instead of
thinking about myself, about whether “is it me, or isn't.”
It's a long time since I was that man who gave an interview
to Stefan Ivanov 4 or 5 years ago. Back then, he called me
one day and told me “Do you want to meet me? What are
you doing?” “I am going to a funeral,” I replied, and he
laughed. We met at some place, he took out a voice
recorder and told me: “You don't mind me recording this
conversation, do you?” I told him I don't and he started to
ask me some things about myself – what I was thinking,
what I was dreaming, memories. We talked for about an
hour. About a year later he called me and said: “I have a
monologue for you. I'd like to give it to you to read it… just
like that.” I agreed. I was very surprised because that
monologue contained one half of our talk, the other half
was his poetry and the words I had said seemed as if
written in semi-verse. It was very strange. In the text
everything is sieved through that poeticism and that
makes things easier. It would be very difﬁcult for me to
play only myself.
Svetlomira Stoyanova worked on the material.
and the Maiden” was more naturalistic. The action is set in
an apartment. We employed all available opportunities in
order to try to prove the story “here and now.” Reality
itself was our partner. Street trafﬁc, astronomic time,
scents, even a cat that lived in one of the apartments.
Gradually, the naturalism turned into conditionality and
again the performance ended by a theatrical gesture but
also a refusal to bow. The experiment continued with Paul
Zindel's “The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-In-The-Moon
Marigolds”. Again we complied with the setting proposed
by the playwright but this time we used it as a playground
for a conditional theatre language assembled of pieces of
disintegrating daily grind.
REAL ENVIRONMENT REQUIRES
EXTREME AUTHENTICITY
ANA VALCHANOVA, ACTRESS
Did you expect the IKAR theatre award for the role of
Mother Beatrice in “The Effect of Gamma Rays on ManIn-The-Moon Marigolds”?
Not in the least! The very fact that we were noticed seems
like the greater reward. We began our performance
almost incognito, with no advertising, outside any
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ART AS A MEANS TO POSE QUESTIONS
IVA SVESHTAROVA, ROSE BEERMAN, SONJA PREGRAD AND WILLY PRAGER, CREATORS AND PERFORMERS
mostly in how we can use art as a means to pose questions.
BALKAN DANCE REALITY SHOW, Brain Store Project
07.06 PUPPET THEATRE

In the beginning when you started to work on “Balkan
Dance Reality Show”, your interest was focused on the
history of contemporary dance in Balkan countries.
Gradually, it shifted to the very notion of the Balkans as a
territory and as a ﬁctional construct. What caused that
shift in focus?
Iva Sveshtarova: After the 1989 changes dance in the
Balkan region changed very much. I was initially interested
in exploring and gaining a better understanding of the
direction of those changes and in how I relate to them,
how they inﬂuenced me. Thus in the beginning I wanted
to look more carefully at what happened in the ﬁeld of
dance over the past more than 20 years in Bulgaria. But I
could not stop comparing the development of
contemporary dance here and the processes in other parts
of Europe. I arrived at the point where they did not
provoke in me artistic interest strong enough. We grew
more and more interested in the stereotypes which the

Balkan region makes for itself and in which it perceives
itself and for me it is very difﬁcult to accept them. Thus we
started to think how we could work with those clichés and
stereotypes from different points of view.
Sonja Pregrad: We faced the problem of how we start
talking about what contemporary dance is on the Balkans.
And what the Balkans mean for every one of us. They
presented themselves as a territory without a clear border,
they do not have a political, cultural and any other identity
of their own, but are one quite vague, empty concept, and
at the same time it is very “delicious” and exotic. Over the
past 20 years there were numerous discussions going on
about what the Balkans are and how art in the region
relates to the Western canon, what part thereof matters
for us and how we, as artists working in both Eastern and
Western Europe, are related to it. But eventually we
realized that we are more interested in the present, in how
the concept of the Balkans is reconsidered today and

A DIALOGUE
BETWEEN STORIES

What was the reason that each of the “Cinderellas” was
of different nationality?
We wanted to examine three women aged between 30
and 40 who live in different conditions and situations but
reach a similar crisis at the same time in three different
places. The three of them develop different strategies to
cope with the problem which they start to communicate to
each other and it seems as if they help each other. The
dialogue in the play is between the stories, not between
the characters. And because we wanted the stories to
really have their own face and sound we invited actors
from different countries to play in different languages.
Thus, one big narrative about the Woman gets more width
and richness. Moreover, “Cinderellas Ltd.” is an international co-production and it is a suitable occasion to work in an
international context and in multiple languages. Frankly
speaking, as a producer, in the beginning the idea seemed
to me quite risky but it turned out that the audience is
more progressive than I sometimes think it is.

08.06 ART GALLERY

GERGANA DIMITROVA, CO-AUTHOR AND DIRECTOR
“Cinderellas Ltd.” is a performance about…?
About freedom. About freedom of being a woman, about
the freedom of being a human being, about the freedom
of prejudices, about the freedom to be able to see your
position in the world from aside and to position yourself in
it so that you would feel happy. In fact, it is quite feminine
performance because it deals with the winding story of
women's emancipation and their situation today but it can
also refer to the emancipation of the individual in the
society as a whole. After the almost full disenchantment of
the world, recently there is a tendency towards the return
of the “magical”, of applied magic in the broadest sense of
the word, and of other methods of manipulation of reality,
and at a quite daily, easily accessible level. And that return
is most likely an effect of human dissatisfaction with
reality. It was interesting for us to deal with women who
expect from life something different than what happens
to them. Who live in anticipation of the Miracle. And who
don't want to wait anymore.

CINDERELLAS LTD., 36 Monkeys

WRITING WAS LIKE PUTTING TOGETHER A PUZZLE
ZDRAVA KAMENOVA, CO-AUTHOR
How was the idea about “Cinderellas Ltd.” conceived?
Gergana Dimitrova came to me with the topic and the idea
about the here plot lines led by three female characters
and a couple of books about practical women's magic. The
task was to ﬁnd the stories and exact characters together,
for Gergana knew the actors to be cast even before the
text was created. This is where a very interesting
provocation came to me: to draw material from the
personal stories of the boys for the characters of their
female characters. Thus we absolutely walked into the
female-male mess. Writing was like a puzzle we
rearranged for a long time. The question was how there
three women living in different parts of the world, without
actually meeting each other, can interact with other
people who should not be introduced into the onstage
action. Finally, after the stories of the three of them were
told the fairy tale about the “woman lost in the woods”
came up, something like a brief crazy history of feminism
aiming to build on the our petty female stories. And
working with Gergana for me always means a step forward
into my own writing and understanding about theatre.
What direction does Bulgarian drama move in your
opinion?
Currently, there is Bulgarian drama, and not a shy one at
that. A lot of people do write texts. What is missing is them

Tell please more about the process of collecting and
building-up the material you work with in the
performance.
Willy Prager: It passed through many different stages.
After we abandoned the interest in the historical
development of contemporary dance in the region we
looked into what contemporary dance means today. It is
something like an “artistic party” you can use to express
and assert that what you are doing is dance. Who knows
today what “dance” is? This opens up the opportunity to
pose and work with much more problems while, of course,
preserving the interest in physicality. In the end, we
focused on working with two types of materials. The ﬁrst
one was towards building something like a fabricated
landscape of the Balkans. And the second one came from
our interest in the TV reality show format and here we
draw on existing TV programmes for texts and situations.
What is the relation between contemporary dance and
reality show?
Sonja Pregrad: Reality show is a format manufactured by
the culture of late capitalism that we live in. It is both a
metaphor and a very efﬁcient weapon for setting up a
new order of values in society, for aestheticization of
reality, for creation of different modes of attention, etc. It
is as if we are all inside it on a global scale. And maybe this
is the reason why we had the need of problematize it by
talking through it.
A main element of the reality show is competition. What
is the competition in which contemporary dance
functions today?
Rose Beerman: Art, including contemporary dance, is
among the most competitive domains of society. In that
ﬁeld you must ﬁght for everything, be in constant ﬁght for
attention and funding. For me it is very interesting to place
the material that we literally borrowed from some reality
shows in the context of contemporary dance and to see if
and how they intercept and overlap and what that tells us
about dance today. Maybe they resemble each other
much more than we'd like to admit.
Angelina Georgieva asked the questions.
seeing each other, meeting each other, getting acquainted, having the feeling of a common move forward, talking
to each other, even doing joint projects. The forums for
contemporary drama give awards but they do not make
people meet, they do not create reasons for development.
It should be noted here that 36 Monkeys' ProText platform
as well as the Eurodrama meeting they organized are some
fresh breath in this direction. I think that the author who
has been a bit lost is still unable to convince the others how
important it is that he exist, how important it is that he be
supported, and in time at that.
FOR ME BEING A WOMAN IS BEING CINDERELLA EVERY
DAY
GEROLAMO FANCELLU, ACTOR
Is that the ﬁrst time you're working with a Bulgarian
director?
It's the ﬁrst time I work with a Bulgarian director in
Bulgaria. I've already been working with Gergana 11 years
ago in Berlin. It was the ﬁrst time we met. But that is the
ﬁrst Bulgarian production I'm part of.
You're the only actor in the performance “Cinderellas
LTD” who is not speaking in his own language. Was that
a challenge for you?
I would say it was more of a provocation than a challenge.
There are 3 languages on the stage. I had to think in
Italian, talk in German and listen to the others speaking in
Bulgarian and English. It was difﬁcult, it was confusing, it
was hard, but also very funny. It was not harder than
working in German language in Germany.
When Zdrava Kamenova and Gergana Dimitrova were
writing the play they used biographical materials coming
from the actors. What is your secret revealed on the
stage?
When Gergana and Zdrava asked me for a story it was very
easy for me to take one of the stories from my family. I
grew up in a female family. My mother had 6 sisters and I
have only female cousins. Some stories are from my family
but the main story of the character I play is based on one of
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“ORCHIDS”: A SEARCH FOR THUTH
07.06 SECOND STAGE

PIPPO DELBONO, DIRECTOR
ORCHIDS, Pippo Delbono Company / Emilia Romagna Teatro Fondazione, Italy

You have collaborated with the choreographer Pina
Bausch. How do you integrate this experience in your
work?
I met Pina Bausch in 1987. She entered my world in a very
powerful way. She gave me one important thing: freedom,
the situation of freedom. You are a creator and you have
to stay with your freedom. Pina was one of the people who
gave me power to continue my story because sometimes I
lose my courage. Once she told me, “Pippo, you are more
than me. You have your friend Bobo, you have your
company, you have people who are so different…” This
was a very extraordinary relation with Pina Bausch.
Can you tell something more speciﬁc about “Orchids”?
Can you share the way you've come to this image?
The “Orchids” is a show that begins with death. I can see
the death of my mother that was two years ago. Then I
begin a trip around death: the death of theatre, the death
of politics, the death of ideology, the death of language.
So, for me, “Orchids” is a shamanic experience between
the themes of freedom and prison. There is theatre, music,
dance, cinema: there are a lot of elements, but the
dramaturgy is precise. This is not a traditional dramaturgy,
there are a lot of elements inside. This is a search for truth.

You choose very different and rather personal approach
towards theatre making, engaging socially marginalized
people. How did you make this choice and why?
We can write a book based on this question. In 1996 I
arrived in a psychiatric hospital because I had a serious
problem with the depression. I fought against AIDS. I met
there a little man who had lived for 47 years in the
psychiatric hospital and he was 61 years old. He was an
actor. That man was totally extraordinary. He made me
realize the special relation to the movement, the torture of
the body. I'd never seen something like that in my life. I
was very sad, so I decided to take him with me. We began a
project with the company. We discovered two other
people, one of them was homeless… The three of them are
extraordinary actors. They have all what now means to me
to be an actor. So, to come back to your question, it's not

about an ideological thinking. It's a real and concrete
situation that opened in my life a completely another kind
of vision of acting. We founded a company, we have actors,
dancers, but this is a very long revolutionary story that
made me and my company discover the other. This is a real
possibility to have truth on the stage. The problem is that
theatre is too far from the real life of the world. Really far
from the people who arrive from Africa, far from the
racism, from the homophobia, from the war against
homosexuality. For me if theatre doesn't enter in this
realm, then it's dead. And now, especially in Italy or in
France, there is something that make theatre loose its
deep meaning. I like a phrase by Bergmann, “Theatre is a
meeting with the other”. If it's not like this, there is
nothing. And for me the other in this moment is the
outsider, of course, but I don't want to make “social
theatre”, this is not my job.

THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE “GOLDEN TIME”
DORA VICENIKOVA, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR OF THEATRE ON THE BALUSTRADE,
DRAMATURGE AND AUTHOR OF THE STAGE ADAPTATION OF “THE GOLDEN SIXTIES”

08.06 SECOND STAGE

THE GOLDEN SIXTIES, Theatre on the Balustrade – Prague, Czech Republic

Elena Angelova asked the questions.

FESTIVAL FORUM

THE FESTIVAL NOT ONLY BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER
BUT ALSO CREATES SPACES FOR DISCUSSION
The most remarkable thing about the festival is that it
really works to bring people together and to create great
spaces for discussion. The organizers are not only trying to
invite international guests but also to meet them with the
artists. I have been to many international festivals and I
have never seen this to go so well as here. In my opinion
the ﬁrst motivation of the organizers to do so is to give the
guests the opportunity to share opinions and impressions.
What I have recognized so far is that the shows in the
Showcase programme are very unconventional when it
comes to choice of the venues. The performance “Allez
Hop!” was happening at four different spots in the Puppet
Theatre. The show “The Effect of Gamma Rays…” was
played in an ex-shop and “Between the Holidays” at the
attic of the Gallery which is very unusual for a theatre piece
as well. This shows that theatre is possible everywhere.
MIRKA DOERING
Theatre critic
Theatre der Zeit Magazine, Germany

SHOWCASE
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my ex-girlfriends who represents for me a little bit of
Cinderella. But only the ﬁrst part of the tale where she's
been beaten by the bad sisters and the step mother
without having yet the transformation. The fairy has not
arrived yet.

“Golden Sixties” seems to educate the spectator and at
the same time to search for truths about the past. What
is the major role of the performance in your opinion?
Yes, the text discovers the opposite side of the “Golden
time” and the truth that human existence is such a big
problem at any time.
How has the ﬁlm director and screen writer Pavel Juráček
captivated your imagination? Why did you choose this

exact person?
His diary is absolutely thrilling and impressive text. His
personality and its big suffering are presented in a very
visual way and the viewer can see in details his situation
plus the context of the time. Anyway his work – ﬁlms and
scripts – are very inspiring and full of imagination. His
artistic language is very close to us.

What is the Cinderella of the 21st century like?
For me being a woman is being Cinderella every day. We
live in a male world. I was talking with some friends about
the role of women nowadays. I'm against this idea of
Cinderellas. I don't believe in what fairy tales say - that you
have to be rescued by the prince. There are too many
stupid values in those fairy tales - the ones that in general
involve princes and weak women. Women are not weak.

Questions asked by Elena Angelova.

Svetlomira Stoyanova worked on the material.
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PASSION AS BARING INTENSITY
STILYAN PETROV, DIRECTOR
06.06 MAIN STAGE

DANGEROUS LIAISONS, Drama Theatre Stoyan Bachvarov – Varna
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publicity, in an entirely “non-theatrical” space and we
waged an exhausting battle for each individual spectator.
To be noticed among so many theatre events is a reward in
itself.

Cinema continues to return to Choderlos de Laclos's
epistolary novel. In your opinion, why does this text is
still topical?
Because of contents. Because of its enigmatic reserves of
topics, sense, powerful sensory explosions and energy of a
rare kind.
What are your impressions about your joint work with
the cast and crew of the performance?
This is my second cooperation with the company of Varna
Drama Theatre. The desire to extend it precisely by that
title is neither spontaneous, not accidental. The mutual
feeling after my previous staging of the play “Cancun” in
the last season that there are more plots, words, topics,
images and revelations, common impulses to be shared,
common excitement still left determined the incredible

energy and devotion all participants put in the rehearsals
of “Dangerous Liaisons””. An important, essential process,
which, I believe, has left a mark on the performance.
What message do you want the audience to be left with
after seeing your performance?
Denis de Rougemont says that passion is far from the
richer life we always dream about. On the contrary, it is
naked and baring intensity, bitter baring, impoverishment
of consciousness, emptied of any diversity, possession of
imagination focused on only one image. From then on the
world disappears, the others are no longer there, there is
no fellow, there are no obligations, no bonds to keep you,
no earth, no heaven; one is alone with everything (s)he
loves.
Svetlomira Stoyanova asked the questions.

SHOWCASE
07.06. ART GALLERY
LILYA (Stage reading), Elizabeth Kostova Foundation / Art Ofﬁce Foundation

ON “LILYA”, MAYAKOVSKY AND THE STAGE
CHRISTOS CHARTOMATSIDIS, AUTHOR
You have quite extraordinary fate: you were born in a
Greek family and grew up in Bulgaria. You graduated in
Medicine and you actively write drama, prose and
poetry. How do these facts of your life reﬂect on your
work?
I was born and grew up in Bulgaria in a family of Greek
political emigrants. My ﬁrst publications and literary
awards are in Bulgarian. In Greece, I continue my literary
activity in Greek. I can say I am an author who writes and
publishes in two languages. Medicine is an occupation but
also an opportunity to contact many and quite different
people every day, and thus I pile up impressions.

For now we can see “Lilya” only as a stage reading. Are
there any plans for staging the text as a full-evening
performance?
The likeliness of a play reaching a theatre stage depends
neither on its author, nor on the merits of the play itself. It
takes a director to “ﬁnd” it and a theatre manager to be
convinced that it will be liked and seen, i.e. that it will sell
many tickets. And the role of such stage readings is
precisely to make it easier for the texts to ﬁnd their way to
the stage and to the audience.

06.06 GRAFFIT GALLERY

What drew you to the ﬁgure of Mayakovsky and made
you write a book about him?
Mayakovsky is one of the greatest poets of the 20th
century. His fate as well as his fatal end are quite
impressive. Close to him is Lilya, the wife of his friend Osip
Brik. In many things she resembles the Revolution, she is
merciless, demands sacriﬁce from everyone, and does not
truly belong to anyone. It is a common knowledge that
Revolutions “eat” their children.

What is the reception of your texts in Greece and in
Bulgaria – can you make a comparison?
I dare say they are received equally well. Naturally, there is
a difference in the preferred topics in one country and in
the other, there are different reading mentality, tastes and
education but the topics common to all mankind are
received equally.

MEETING OF BULGARIAN THEATRE MAKERS
AND INTERNATIONAL GUESTS OF THE SHOWCASE PROGRAMME

Elena Angelova asked the questions.

Have you worked in a “real environment theatre”
before? How does it change, in your opinion, actor's
behaviour?
No, I haven't. Such environment helps a lot. But it is also a
dangerous trap. It helps because there is no need for me to
imagine that honey is sticky, that water is hot, that the
ﬂoor is dirty and that the air is cold. Real environment acts
directly upon the actor. And upon the audience, I would
add. However, that glazy materiality requires extreme
authenticity. Such an environment does not forgive even
the least hint of falseness. Every mimic of the face, every
move of the body gets noticed twice as much, you can hear
yourself breathing, you can feel even the whiff of your
clothes. It is not easy at all to be truer than the authentic
environment. It can simply crush you by its proud
materiality. This is a long road, we will have to continue to
play that performance for at least ten more years.
Elena Angelova worked on the material.

FESTIVAL
FORUM
VESELINA MIHALKOVA
Art Director of Drama Theatre “St. Bachvarov” – Varna
I have always been eagerly looking forward to this festival
for it is a feast of the senses. Varna is a destination quite
remote from Soﬁa and both the audience of Varna and I
expect to see the selection of performances if I am to judge
on the crowds at the box ofﬁce and when I see the
spectators in the house. Of course, the festival means also
prestige for the theatre. As an actress I am looking forward
to it as a theatre feast. Meeting fellow actors and different
directors is always interesting for me. Let alone the
international participation – quite curious and interesting
for me. Being an actress I think it is good to “keep in pace”
with my colleagues beyond our borders. I am an impartial
spectator and eagerly look forward every performance on
the festival bill.
VERA STOYKOVA
Director, State Puppet Theatre – Varna
The festival provides the opportunity for the Puppet
Theatre artists to become part of the common feast the
festival represents. These are eleven days when we meet
the best of Bulgarian stage. This festival keeps us in touch,
in touch with where theatre in Bulgaria is going to. For us it
is important to witness some of the best works of world
theatre. Everything that is part of this festival is quite
interesting for us. As a theatre we are a reactive team and
we are excited about innovations, they provoke us in our
creative work. As a whole, I have never through there
should be a division between puppet and drama theatre.
They are two forms of the same art.
PETRA DIMITROVA
Manager of “Grafﬁt” Gallery
Theatre Festival “Varna Summer” adds something that is
missing from the stages of Varna, and namely: alternative
performing practices. These forms rarely show up in Varna.
This is the reason why “Grafﬁt” Gallery has maintained for
a couple of years now a programme showing contemporary choreographers and artists. It supports the festival by
hosting the performances that are usually programmed in
the theatre showcase. This year we are hosting a
production from the international selection, “Distance,”
which is in the ﬁeld of contemporary dance. It is a pleasure
for us to provide a stage for that performance. It is certain
that we will continue to support our co-operation with the
festival for I think that such forms must be present. Varna is
not a small town but, for sure there are things missing in
this ﬁeld that we are trying to make up for.
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